which had always been inflected by American understandings of race. I want to think about why, in Australia, unlike in the United States, the story of rock'n'roll's beginnings was connected with jazz.
We must start, then, by considering the story that rock'n'roll emerged out of jazz.
Luckily, Peter Doyle has done some fine detective work examining press reports about rock'n'roll in the 1950s. He writes that where 'rock'n'roll [was] defined in terms of an already established style it was 'as badly played rhythm and blues', degenerate jazz, as a kind of boogie-woogie, or as a new kind of swing.' 2 For both those in favour if it-very few-and those against, jazz provided the most usual origin. In an article in the Sydney
Sun-Herald, the boogie-woogie pianist and one of Australia's few advocates at that time of African-American music, Les Welch, is quoted as saying that ' [Rock and roll is] the purest form of jazz-the real jazz.' 3 In the same article the trad jazz pianist Dick Hughes offers the dominant, negative view of rock'n'roll:
'Rock'n'roll is only another name for…Rhythm and Blues…both are derivatives of a fine lusty jazz style played in the Chicago Black Belt…But "pure jazz" musicians reckon that both R and R and R and B emphasise the poorer features of this…music.' 4 It is worth thinking about this statement for a moment. Rhythm and blues, conventionally thought of as a Black genre, and rock'n'roll, conventionally identified, in the United
States especially, as a white genre, are both here described as deriving from jazz-but not jazz as a general musical category. The jazz from which these genres are said to come is a 'jazz style.' The rhetoric here seems to suggest that this version of jazz is, historically, no more than on a par with other, I would suggest white, 'jazz styles. ' We will have to think about what might be a white jazz style.
This Black Chicago jazz is described as 'fine' and 'lusty.' Many of the early Black New Orleans jazz pioneers from the second and third decades of the century migrated to Chicago. It is, essentially, where Black jazz, hot jazz as it is sometimes called, was most fully elaborated. 'Fine' could be read as a somewhat diminishing judgement on music which was so central to African-American culture. 'Lusty,' it would seem a substitute for 'hot,' is more problematic. While suggesting energy, the energy implied is sexual. The connection here is with modern understandings of 'primitive.'
Primitive could be thought of either positively or negatively. In the early years of the twentieth century a celebration of the primitive was associated with many of those artists thought of as avant-garde-including Gauguin and Picasso. Attempting a panoramic impression, James Clifford writes this: Writing about jazz in post-Second World War Britain, George Melly drew a distinction between those who played traditional, 'trad,' jazz and those who played revivalist jazz. 8 Johnson and Whiteoak write that: 'By the beginning of the war there was a small but dedicated 'back to the roots of jazz' movement devoted to appreciation and revival of collectively improvised jazz, a style that had only been adopted here on a tiny scale in the 1920s and as Dixieland in dance-palais programs in the 1930s.' 9 Johnson and Whiteoak go on to describe the two strands of jazz as they evolved in Australia: 'On one side were the modern styles of jazz that displayed the virtuosity and creativity of improvising Richardson's jazz band-the article tells us that: 'There will be a 15 piece band, besides other groups and the very best top line instrumentalists'-also involved slowing the songs' tempos and giving them more of a swing feel. That is, making them more respectable-which, as we shall see, we should read as even less African-American influenced than Haley's cleaned up songs-by Australian standards. This is in spite of the assertion in the announcement that the audience participation entertainment, if not the rock'n'roll itself, was to be based on the 'wildest elements of rhythm and blues music.'
Given that Haley and the Comets had already modified the tempo and the beat of rhythm and blues, as well as the lyrics in 'Shake, Rattle and Roll,' this claim can be discounted.
However, it does signal the anxious status given this African-American music as extreme, uncivilised and primitive ('wildest'), and therefore in this author's case exciting, popular music.
Making Sense of 'Jazz' in Australia
I will have more to say about swing later. Here, though, it is worth mentioning one event that helps to mark the transition, both generic and generational, from swing as a, literally, popular music to rock'n'roll, and the removing of jazz in Australia, in all its forms, to a subculture. This was the July 1954 Australian tour by Artie Shaw, Ella Sydney's Salon de Luce, to put together a jazz band. 34 In passing we can note that ragtime has an equally racialised history in Australia. John Whiteoak remarks that:
'The Australian history of ragtime primarily concerns the importation, consumtion, reproduction and synthesis of white American and British ragtime music and performance behaviour models. ... Yet there was some degree of performance-culture contact between African-Americans and Australians via popular entertainment, particularly through the black jubilee singers and ragtime artists who performed in Australia or could be heard on imported sound recordings and hand-played piano rolls.' 35 Here again, as in jazz, we see the Australian bias towards the 'whiter,' that is here more formal, certainly more composed and less improvised, and less syncopated, form of ragtime.
After a lengthy discussion of the Jazz Band, Whiteoak sums up:
'Overall I have argued that the Jazz Band was basically a send-up of the latest American craze, jazz, in the long popular tradition of burlesque on new vogues. ... In its relatively short existence (around four months), the Jazz Band probably gave the impression that jazzing was playful musical interaction, vocal and instrumental ragging of popular music, the interpolation of novelty sound effects, faking, imitation ecstatic physical movements to music, improvisatory fills or breaks (particularly on percussion) and exaggerated drum rhythm and
showmanship.' Fuller is suggesting, is the carnivalesque opposite; it is eccentric and musical nonsense.
One reviewer at least made the connection with minstrelsy:
'The band reminded one of the old-time nigger minstrel bands. For the most part the members made more noise than music-simply 'jazzed' away for all they were worth, but it was patent to see that they were all experts in their various departments.' Johnson and Whiteoak date the dance boom to after World War 1 and describe how it 'coincided with the introduction of jazz-age ballroom dances such as the jazz foxtrot, the jazz waltz and, later, the shimmy, the Blues, the Charleston, the black bottom and others.' 47 They go on to describe how: 'Dance bands accordingly began to be called jazz bands' and how they 'adopted at least some of the instrumentation and performance characteristics that the public and entertainment entrepreneurs had begun to associate with jazz.' 48 In this way what was constructed as 'jazz' in Australia-Johnson and Whiteoak note that: 'Any Australian band that played marginally syncopated song hits ... was believed to play 'jazz'' 49 -merged and renovated more established dance music. As
Johnson notes: 'The urban "mass" consumption of music was expanded with the growth of public dance halls from the teens of the century.' 50 Bisset compliments this:
'The vogue for dancing went from strength to strength 1922-1928.
Dancing had long been enjoyed by all classes but never had it been embraced by so many.' 51 In Australia jazz meant dance music.
That Dance Music, That's Jazz
The first American jazz band to visit Australia was Frank Ellis and his Californians. The Californians stayed for four years. 52 They played dance music. 'Ellis discovered that the tempos were much slower in Australia than in America and, unknown to the dancers, he slowly speeded up from 36 to 56 bars per minute over a period of weeks. Every dance hall followed.' 62 For all its vaudevillian chaos, it would seem that the music Australians had been playing for dancing, and calling jazz, had an even slower tempo than the respectable, white proto- In Australia, the Minister for Home and Territories, the Labor Senator George Pearce, 'had refused two applications to import Negro bands in 1924 and had publicly asserted that 'coloured men will never be allowed to come in''. 64 rebooked into dance halls. 69 At the Tivoli theatre, the management advertised the show as an 'old plantation nigger show.' 70 In this context the shift from theatre to dance hall is important. It suggests a shift in attitude by audiences who, rather than objectifying Clay's band as 'colourful darkies,' wanted to appreciate them as musical performers and to involve themselves in the music by dancing. To cut a semiotically fascinating story short, the police raided apartments in Melbourne where Clay's band were staying. They found six of Clay's band drinking with six white women, some of whom were in states of To this we could add that Sonny Clay's visit was the first time Australians had heard Black jazz rather than diluted white versions, played mostly as respectable dance music.
The music would have seemed very 'primitive' and threatening to mainstream Australia.
From Rhythm and Blues to Minstrelsy and Jubilee Singing
In 1955 an all-African-American tour group came to Australia. They must have "r'n'r" in this show is not to be confused with the description noticed in one of our dailies where it was suggested that everyone should be given a drum to beat time…but of the type being currently promoted by leading disc jockeys.' 81 The suggestion about drums offers an eerie echo of the attitude to drums already mentioned when 'jazz' was first played in Australia. In the mocking tone is both a cultural memory of the role of drums in rough music and carnival, and an anxiety over the role of the beat in up-tempo music.
Either the Moroccos didn't sing 'Money Honey' in the show Rigney attended or s/he was prepared to grant it as an aberration.
Rigney, though, had a good idea of what rock'n'roll is, or ought to be. Whatever that was, it obviously did not include music with an upfront regular drum beat. Earlier in his review, Rigney writes that the show is unique:
'…insofar that not once does the show rely on "blue" gags but each night the audience was hit with a fast moving routine of slick comedy plus excellent dancing and vocalising with the accent on the current "rock'n'roll" trend.' 82 The stance here is the wowser response to minstrel shows-the anxiety over lewd and bawdy humour, for example. More generally, this suggests a concern that the (Negro)
'primitive' should not threaten (white European-originated) 'civilisation.' Rigney tells us, though, that the music highlighted 'the current "rock'n'roll" trend.' Given what we know of the Moroccos' repertoire and Scott's background, this would seem to mean, for Rigney, big ballads given a swing feel.
In the earlier quotation Rigney mentions disc jockeys. In 1956, the first year for which we have charts in Australia, we have, alongside Dean Martin and Doris Day, Louis
Armstrong ('Mack The Knife') and the Platters ('The Great Pretender'). Both AfricanAmerican artists, they highlight respectively swing and harmony. In Australia, without a general sense of an African-American musical tradition, swing, thought of as both jazz and as white dance music, had been understood as a dominant, if not the only, popular music form. We are, then, returned to the Australian idea that rock'n'roll evolves, or In a personal communication Peter Doyle has suggested to me a further reading of this dislike. Peter thinks that what may also be being expressed is a dislike of conformism and an assertion of the individualism that could be read into bebop and other forms of jazz that emphasised the improvisatory over the group. 
